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zRRA severne Primorske d.o.o. Nova Gorica

▪ founded in 1999 by 6 municipalities of the region

▪ promoting balanced regional development in order to increase the economic,

environmental and social capital (human, social and cultural capital) in the

development region in terms of economic competitiveness, quality of life and

sustainable use of natural resources,

▪ eliminating structural problems in the problem areas and reduction of its

developmental delay while exercising and strengthening the development

potentials of the region with the international territorial cooperation
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RRA severne Primorske d.o.o. Nova Gorica

▪ 13 municipalities

▪ Area km2 - 2,325

▪ Population - 118,196

▪ Nova Gorica – administrative center of the region 
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THE CYCLING PRODUCT IN SLOVENIA

In recent years, Slovenia has proven that it is becoming an important cycling

destination for both everyday cycling lovers as for professional cyclists and

professional organizers of international cycling competitions. Last year our region

hosted the italian Giro d'Italia as well as the Tour of Slovenia. Plus, we have the

best cyclists in the world: who doesn't know Tadej Pogačar and Primož Roglič?
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CYCLING PRODUCT IN SLOVENIA
▪ Outdoor tourism, hiking and cycling, is an extremely important pillar of

Slovenian tourism. We give great emphasis on the development of both hiking

and cycling. Because of the small size of our country, cooperation within the

country and between countries is important. In this way we develop our

products, including the cycling product.

▪ Slovenia is thus connected with long-distance cycling routes, for exemple:

Trans Slovenia, Juliana bike, Adriabike, Bike Alpe-Adria, as well as connecting

routes, circular routes, single-track routes in nature and also down hill routes.
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CYCLING ROUTES IN GORIŠKA

▪ For many years, the area of Slovenia along the upper reaches of the

emerald beauty of the Soča was bounded to the west by the state

border. Thanks to European integration and good cooperation

between municipalities and associations in Slovenia and friends on

the Italian side, today this is just a geographical and administrative

line. Taking into account the trends and opportunities that cycling

offers to the cross-border area in the field of tourism, the interests

and plans of Slovenian, Italian and Austrian municipalities are

increasingly meeting and since 2007 we have implemented several

strategic projects covering cycling routes and connections in our

region.



z ADRIABIKE 

The Adriabike route is part of the Eurovelo 8 network of European cycling routes

and connects Kranjska Gora with Ravenna via the most suggestive locations of

the upper Adriatic and the Italian-Slovenian border. A varied and perfect itinerary

that combines the beauties of art cities such as Koper (Capodistria), Trieste,

Venice, Padua, Ravenna, with multi-layered expressions of the Julian Alps, karst

plateaus, lagoons and the Delta Po are a common thread of travel days: down

along the Sava and then along the Sona, and finally a dense network of artificial

canals connecting the lands of Venice and the branches of the Po delta.

As part of the Slovenian-Italian project Cross-border

intermodal cycling connections – INTER BIKE, we

designed a new cross-border cycling route, Adriabike.
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INTER BIKE II

▪ The Inter Bike II project was intended to promote cycling as a sustainable

form of mobility in everyday activities and to discover the tourist attractions

of the cross-border area. The partners have introduced three experimental

multimodal bicycle, bus and boat transport services along the Adriabike

cycling link connecting the Alps with the Adriatic Sea. In the summer of 2018

and 2019, the municipalities of Koper and Tržič experimentally organized a

cross-border bus connection for the transport of bicycles between Koper,

Trieste, Tržič, Krmin and Gradež. The lines are connected by the Adriabike

and Alpe Adria cycling connections from Salzburg to Grado.
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BIMOBIS

▪ With the BIMOBIS project, the area provided the foundations

for a new tourism product, which will create conditions for

the further development of the activities of individual tourism

providers and tools for its visibility and marketing.
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CROCTAL 

The CroCTaL (Crossborder Cycling Tracks and Landscape) established a network of cycle paths in the cross-

border area, which was integrated into both the urban and rural framework, in order to increase

accessibility and ensure sustainable territorial integration.

Promotion of policies for balanced and sustainable cross-border development, through the implementation

of network interventions aimed at creating common destinations related to cycle paths, joint promotion

and marketing of cycle paths and sustainable mobility models.
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ECO – CICLE
European network for the promotion of cycle tourism in natural areas

Cycle-tourism has clearly taken substantial advantage from the extended urban mobility developments based on bicycle.
New populations of cyclists are claiming for new experiences brought by new models of sustainable tourism. This is also
extremely challenging for territorial management and landuse planning since Cycletourism represents a powerful
opportunity to provide infrastructures and create services and employments in remote areas. In that sense, natural
heritage could deeply benefit of cycletourism.

ECO-CICLE builds on the experience of the partnership, especially on our advisory partner ECF. Main objective of ECO-
CICLE is to improve operational programs and regional development policies to allocate SF and other investments funds
(about 9M€ is targeted through 24 new projects) in infrastructure and support to cycletourism service providers.

▪ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SQ2xxrbAXe0&ab_channel=ECO-CICLE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SQ2xxrbAXe0&ab_channel=ECO-CICLE
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Hvala! 

Jasmina.nikic@rra-sp.si

www.rra-sp.si

mailto:Jasmina.nikic@rra-sp.si
http://www.rra-sp.si/

